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computer graphics

Vector and bitmap graphics

In computer graphics a bitmap or a vector graphic are different types of  image file format 
used to store digital images.

Vector graphics work by defining lines curves and spaces with mathematical 
formulas.

Bitmap Graphics work by defining the color values of specific pixels in a grid.

Raster = grid

image size – defined in pixels. 

Idea of a 'logical pixel' 

Image resolution – the image quality defined as the number of 'dots' or pixels per square 
inch (dpi)

For web production – 72 dpi is standard
For print – 300 dpi is standard

sampling = is the reduction of a continuous signal (sound or light) to a series of numerical 
samples.  The result is a digital image or a digital audio file.

Color Space -  different ways of relating numbers in a computer to real world color 
outcomes.
RGB = computer color space
CMYK = print color space
YRB = video color space

RGB – an 'additive' space where all colors together = white light
CMYK – a 'subtractive' space where all colors together = black

color system – not quite the same as a color space.  HSB = hue, saturation, brightness is a 
way of picking colors in the RGB color space that uses a COLOR WHEEL when you use the 
color picker in PS

Digital image
compressed vs. uncompressed 

CODEC = compression/decompression

Types of compression used in bitmap graphic files (browser readable) = jpeg, gif, and png

Uncompressed digital file types = .tiff and .pict (used for print work)



Concept of Digital Workflow

Scanning – at different resolutions (dpi) for different types of work.

Be able to identify basic Photoshop tools, palettes, and windows.

Typography and fonts – main classifications of font types and their applicability for print 
and web/digital screen situations.

Idea of font design including negative space.

Idea of 'emotional' connotative meaning of fonts. 

Printing as a “communications technology”

Grid System of Design

Layout concepts of proximity and alignment - be able to describe both what they are, and 
why they are effective.

Interactive Design - Affordances and Constraints – be able to describe these design prin-
ciples, giving examples and explaining what they do.

Idea of a graphic 'convention' or graphic metaphor (file folders, etc.)

Computer Interactivity:  Be familiar with GUI and WIMP.  

Idea of a graphic “convention”  (For example: stop signs are white on red and octagonal.)

Fair use doctrine

copyright

remix culture

public domain

intellectual property

creative commons

appropriation


